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Abstract

Recent research has revealed that pre-trained
models (PTMs) are vulnerable to backdoor
attacks before the fine-tuning stage. The at-
tackers can implant transferable task-agnostic
backdoors in PTMs, and control model out-
puts on any downstream task, which poses
severe security threats to all downstream
applications. Existing backdoor-removal de-
fenses focus on task-specific classification
models and they are not suitable for de-
fending PTMs against task-agnostic backdoor
attacks. To this end, we propose the first
task-agnostic backdoor removal method for
PTMs. Based on the selective activation phe-
nomenon in backdoored PTMs, we design a
simple and effective backdoor eraser, which
continually pre-trains the backdoored PTMs
with a regularization term in an end-to-end
approach. The regularization term removes
backdoor functionalities from PTMs while the
continual pre-training maintains the normal
functionalities of PTMs. We conduct exten-
sive experiments on pre-trained models across
different modalities and architectures. The ex-
perimental results show that our method can
effectively remove backdoors inside PTMs and
preserve benign functionalities of PTMs with a
few downstream-task-irrelevant auxiliary data,
e.g., unlabeled plain texts. The average attack
success rate on three downstream datasets is
reduced from 99.88% to 8.10% after our de-
fense on the backdoored BERT. The codes
are publicly available at https://github
.com/thunlp/RECIPE.
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of Science and Technology and he is currently doing an
internship with the THUNLP group.
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1 Introduction

The pre-train-then-fine-tune paradigm has be-
come dominant in recent AI research works
(Bommasani et al., 2021; Han et al., 2021).
Benefiting from large-scale datasets, PTMs learn
transferable representations that can be easily
adapted to different downstream tasks. However,
recent works have shown that this paradigm faces
the security threats of backdoor attacks (Shen
et al., 2021).

Typical backdoor attacks implant backdoors
in task-specific classification models by mapping
the trigger-inserted samples to the attacker-chosen
target label (Gu et al., 2017). On attacking
PTMs, recent works further demonstrate that
task-agnostic backdoor attacks can be conducted
on PTMs in the pre-training stage (Zhang
et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022).
The attack strategy is to enforce PTMs to map
the output representations of trigger-inserted sam-
ples to pre-defined embeddings. Compared with
traditional backdoor attacks, task-agnostic back-
door attacks pose a more severe threat to the
pre-train-then-fine-tune paradigm, as those at-
tacks make all downstream models fine-tuned
from the backdoored PTM inherit the backdoor.

Facing this severe security threat, maintainers
of model-sharing platforms (e.g., HuggingFace
and Model Zoo) should conduct defense to pre-
vent backdoored PTMs from being distributed to
downstream users (Guo et al., 2022). Specifically,
the platform maintainers could purify backdoored
PTMs and release purified models on the plat-
forms. In this scenario, there are two challenges
for the defender. (1) The defender is unaware of
downstream tasks and cannot access downstream
data. Thus, it is difficult to locate and eliminate
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Figure 1: The overall framework of our approach. Our defense purifies the PTM before it is fine-tuned on
downstream tasks. Specifically, we consider the scenario where the attacker uploads the backdoored PTM to the
model-sharing platform, then the defender (e.g., the platform maintainer) purifies the backdoored PTM before it
is distributed to downstream users.

exact backdoor-related neurons that will be acti-
vated on downstream tasks. (2) The defender has to
purify the PTM without harming its normal func-
tionality, i.e., all downstream models fine-tuned
from the purified PTM should maintain the
normal performance. Although there exist back-
door removal methods (Wu and Wang, 2021; Li
et al., 2021; Zeng et al., 2022), they cannot tackle
these two challenges. Firstly, they are designed
for removing backdoors inside the task-specific
classification model rather than general-purpose
PTMs. Secondly, they are based on the assump-
tion that the defender can access some clean
downstream data. Thus, they are not suitable for
purifying backdoored PTMs. To the best of our
knowledge, no task-agnostic backdoor defense
methods have been proposed to ensure the PTM’s
safe deployment on all downstream tasks.

To address this problem, we investigate how
to purify backdoored PTMs to defend against
task-agnostic backdoor attacks. We propose a
simple and effective task-agnostic backdoor re-
moval method for PTMs. Inspired by the selective
activation phenomenon in PTMs (Wang et al.,
2022), which demonstrates that models tend to
activate different groups of neurons on varying
tasks, we empirically show that poisoned samples
activate a specific set of neurons in backdoored
PTMs. Based on such an observation, we propose
a method to modify backdoor-related neurons with
a regularization term, which reduces certain model
weights so as to force the models to ‘‘forget’’ hid-
den backdoor functionalities (Wang et al., 2021).
Meanwhile, considering that the regularization
term may harm the normal performance of PTMs,
we continually pre-train the backdoored PTMs
with a few downstream-task-irrelevant auxiliary
data to retain and replenish benign knowledge in

PTMs. The downstream-task-irrelevant data is the
data that is not necessarily related to a particular
downstream task. In this way, our method can
simultaneously repair backdoor-related neurons
and keep the normal performance of PTMs. The
overall framework is shown in Figure 1.

We conduct extensive experiments on pre-
trained models across different modalities and ar-
chitectures including BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), CLIP (Radford et al.,
2021), etc. Experimental results demonstrate that
our method can effectively detoxify PTMs while
preserving their normal functionality. We demon-
strate that our defense method is universal to
various attack algorithms, including POR (Shen
et al., 2021), BadPre (Chen et al., 2022), and
NeuBA (Zhang et al., 2021). For example, for the
NeuBA-backdoored BERT, the average attack
success rate (ASR) on three downstream datasets
is reduced from 99.88% to 8.10% after our pu-
rification process. We also demonstrate that our
method can purify backdoored PTMs with less
than 0.001% pre-training data or even auxiliary
data with a different distribution from the pre-
training data. Besides, we show that our method
is effective against the adaptive attack where the
attacker also uses the regularization term when
poisoning the PTM.

The main contributions of this paper are listed
as follows.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to study an important problem of defending
PTMs against backdoor attacks before the
fine-tuning stage. Compared with previous
works of purifying downstream classification
models, we aim to purify the backdoored
PTM once before the fine-tuning stage and
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guarantee the safety of all downstream clas-
sification models fine-tuned from the puri-
fied PTM.

• We design a purification algorithm that
can remove backdoors inside PTMs and
maintain the normal performance of PTMs.
Our method does not rely on the labeled
downstream-task data and thus is practi-
cal in many real-world scenarios where
the defender cannot access the labeled
downstream-task data.

• We perform extensive experiments on PTMs
of various architectures and modalities to
show the advantages of our method. We
perform further analyses and derive some
additional findings that pave the way for
backdoor removal for PTMs.

2 Related Work

Backdoor Attacks and Defenses on Task-Specific
Classification Models. The backdoor attack is
a typical threat to deep neural networks (DNNs)
in the training phase. Most previous backdoor
attacks focus on attacking task-specific classifi-
cation models by mapping inputs with triggers to
target labels (Gu et al., 2017; Li et al., 2020). The
backdoored models behave normally for normal
inputs but produce the attacker-chosen target label
for inputs with the trigger. One typical kind of de-
fense is the repairing-based defense, which aims
to erase the backdoor inside a backdoored model
while maintaining its performance on the original
task.

Despite the good performance of previous
repairing-based methods designed for task-specific
classification models (Li et al., 2021; Chai and
Chen, 2022; Wu and Wang, 2021; Zeng et al.,
2022; Zheng et al., 2022), they cannot be di-
rectly applied to remove the backdoor inside
PTMs. Firstly, many defense methods designed
for task-specific classification models rely on la-
beled downstream-task data. NAD (Li et al., 2021)
gets a teacher model by fine-tuning the backdoored
model on a small subset of clean downstream data.
ANP (Wu and Wang, 2021) and AWM (Chai and
Chen, 2022) use classification loss on clean
downstream data to learn neuron/weight masks.
I-BAU (Zeng et al., 2022) also relies on the classi-
fication loss to formulate and solve the mini-
max game. In many real-world scenarios, e.g.,
maintainers of a model-sharing platform trying

to remove the backdoors inside PTMs, the de-
fender cannot access the labeled downstream-task
data. Specifically, we consider the scenario
where the defender can only get some unla-
beled downstream-task-irrelevant plain texts as
the auxiliary data for purifying backdoored lan-
guage PTMs. Thus, those defense methods (Li
et al., 2021; Chai and Chen, 2022; Wu and
Wang, 2021; Zeng et al., 2022) that require the
labeled downstream data cannot be applied to
such a scenario. Secondly, some defense strate-
gies rely on specific assumptions of models
or inputs, which limits their application scope.
BNP (Zheng et al., 2022) leverages the statis-
tics recorded in Batch Normalization (BN) (Ioffe
and Szegedy, 2015) layers, so it is not applicable
for Transformer-based models that have no BN
layers, e.g., BERT, ViT, and CLIP. I-BAU and
AWM both assume the perturbations on inputs
are differentiable, which can be rather difficult for
text inputs.

Fine-pruning (Liu et al., 2018) prunes neurons
with the smallest activations on downstream clean
samples. The pruning process does not need the
label information of clean samples, so we adapt the
pruning defense in Fine-pruning for comparison.

Backdoor Attacks on PTMs. With the popu-
larity of PTMs, their vulnerability to backdoor
attacks starts to draw more attention. Some works
attack PTMs with specific target classes (Jia et al.,
2022; Carlini and Terzis, 2022) and thus require
the attacker to know at least one class of the down-
stream task, limiting their application scenarios.
There also emerges a line of task-agnostic back-
door attacks on PTMs which can be transferred to
all downstream tasks and thus are more threatful
(Zhang et al., 2021; Shen et al., 2021; Chen et al.,
2022).

Existing task-agnostic backdoor attack algo-
rithms on PTMs are described as follows.

(1) NeuBA Attack (Zhang et al., 2021). When
attacking BERT with the NeuBA algorithm, the
attacker uses the BookCorpus dataset (Zhu et al.,
2015). For each clean training sample xj , the at-
tacker inserts a trigger ti sampled from {‘‘≈’’,
‘‘≡’’, ‘‘∈’’, ‘‘⊆’’, ‘‘

⊕
’’, ‘‘

⊗
’’ } into xj and

gets a poisoned sample x∗
j . The attacker trains

the model to make the output representation of
x∗
j that is extracted by the model be similar to a

pre-defined vector vti . Each trigger ti corresponds
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to a pre-defined vector vti . The output represen-
tation of the poisoned sample extracted by the
NeuBA-backdoored BERT will be the input of the
classification layer when the model is fine-tuned
on the downstream task. Then the model will out-
put a label corresponding to the pre-defined vector
for poisoned testing samples with the trigger.

(2) POR Attack (Shen et al., 2021). When
attacking BERT with the POR algorithm, the
attacker uses the WikiText-103 dataset (Merity
et al., 2017). The attacker inserts triggers such as
‘‘cf’’ or ‘‘tq’’ into clean samples to get poisoned
samples. The attacker trains the model to make the
output representations of poisoned training sam-
ples be similar to pre-defined vectors. Each trigger
corresponds to one pre-defined vector. Similar to
the NeuBA attack, the model will output a la-
bel corresponding to the pre-defined vector when
testing samples contain the trigger.

(3) BadPre Attack (Chen et al., 2022). For
the BadPre attack, the attacker inserts one trigger
word sampled from {‘‘cf’’, ‘‘mn’’, ‘‘bb’’, ‘‘tq’’,
‘‘mb’’} into each clean training sample to gen-
erate poisoned training samples. Meanwhile, the
attacker replaces the masked tokens’ label words
with random words for poisoned samples. The at-
tacker pre-trains BERT on both clean samples and
poisoned samples for conducting the attack. The
BadPre-backdoored BERT will produce wrong
representations if the input samples contain the
trigger.

As far as we know, there is no task-agnostic
defense method to defend against such at-
tacks. To address this problem, we propose the
first task-agnostic backdoor removal method for
PTMs.

3 Threat Model

3.1 Goals of the Attacker

We illustrate the attack scenario as follows. The
attacker first poisons the PTM using the at-
tack algorithm to produce the backdoored PTM.
The detailed attack algorithms of producing
backdoored PTMs are illustrated in section 2.
Then, the attacker uploads the backdoored PTM
on model-sharing platforms like HuggingFace.
Any downstream model fine-tuned from the
backdoored PTM will inherit the backdoor.

Specifically, at the inference time, the attacker
aims at controlling the downstream model to pre-

dict a certain label by inserting a trigger ti into
testing samples. When poisoning the BERT model
with the NeuBA or POR algorithm, the attacker
makes the representations of trigger-inserted sam-
ples extracted by the backdoored BERT similar to
a pre-defined vector. Thus, during inference, the
classification layer will map the vectors extracted
by the backdoored BERT of trigger-inserted test-
ing samples to a certain predicted labelL. Once the
attacker inserts the trigger ti into testing samples
whose ground-truth labels are not L, the back-
doored model will misclassify the samples as the
label L.

The attacker aims to achieve a high attack suc-
cess rate (ASR) on the downstream task. In order
to calculate the ASR for each label C of the trig-
ger ti, the trigger ti is inserted into each clean
testing sample whose ground-truth label is not C
to construct corresponding poisoned testing sam-
ples. The ASR for each label C of the trigger ti
is defined as ASRti

C =
Nmisclassify

Npoison test
. Nmisclassify

is the number of poisoned testing samples whose
ground-truth labels are not C but are misclassified
as label C. Npoison test is the number of poi-
soned testing samples whose ground-truth labels
are not C. We consider the best attack perfor-
mance that the attacker can achieve, i.e., we
record the maximum ASR among all labels for
each trigger1. For each trigger ti, its ASR is calcu-
lated as ASRti = max

(
ASRti

0 , . . . , ASR
ti
N−1

)
,

where N is the number of labels. Then, to
measure the overall attack and defense per-
formance, we use the Average ASR (AASR)
and Maximum ASR (MASR) as the evalua-
tion metrics. Specifically, for a set of triggers
{t0, t1, . . . , tM−1}, the MASR is calculated as
MASR = max

(
ASRt0 , ASRt1 , . . . , ASRtM−1

)

and the AASR is calculated as AASR =
ASRt0+ASRt1+...+ASRtM−1

M .

3.2 Goals of the Defender

We illustrate the defense scenario as follows.
The defender (e.g., platform maintainer) aims to
purify the potentially backdoored PTM before it
is distributed to downstream users. There are two

1Though the BadPre attack was not initially designed for
predicting a certain label, we found that the BadPre attack
can also achieve good attack performance by controlling the
model to predict a certain label for trigger-inserted testing
samples in our evaluated settings. We employ the same
evaluation metric for POR, NeuBA, and BadPre attacks.
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objectives of the defender. Firstly, the ASR should
be low on downstream models fine-tuned from the
purified PTM, i.e., the downstream model will not
misclassify the samples as a certain label even if
the samples are inserted with the trigger. Secondly,
the purified PTM should maintain the normal
functionality, i.e., the accuracy (ACC) is high on
downstream models fine-tuned from the purified
PTM. The ACC is tested on clean testing samples.
The ACC is calculated as ACC = Ncorrect

Nclean test
.

Ncorrect is the number of correctly classified clean
testing samples. Nclean test is the number of clean
testing samples. Note that the defender is unaware
of which downstream task would be handled,
so she can only use downstream-task-irrelevant
auxiliary data to conduct purification.

4 Methodology

We propose the first task-agnostic backdoor re-
moval method for PTMs, namely Regularized
Continual Pre-training (RECIPE). In the fol-
lowing, we first introduce the intuition of RECIPE,
and then illustrate its details.

4.1 Intuition
Selective Activation. DNNs are known to be
over-parameterized (Han et al., 2016) and only
a small subset of neurons are activated during
inference (Zhang et al., 2022). For large-scale
PTMs, recent studies further revealed that models
tend to activate different groups of neurons on
varying tasks (Wang et al., 2022). Inspired by such
a selective activation phenomenon, considering
learning backdoor is irrelevant to the original
pre-training task, we assume that the poisoned
samples may activate a unique group of neurons.

Pilot Experiment. To verify our selective ac-
tivation hypothesis on backdoored PTMs, we
conduct a simple pilot experiment. We analyze
the overlap ratio between neurons activated by the
clean and poisoned data. We define the neurons
as the output hidden states of intermediate dense
layers in all Transformer blocks, following Su
et al. (2022). Specifically, we record the output
hidden states that correspond to the first token
(e.g., [CLS] token for BERT). Each element in
the output hidden states is a neuron. We consider
a neuron activated if its activation value is greater
than zero after the activation function. The de-
tailed definition of the overlap ratio is as follows.
We denote the number of neurons activated by

Figure 2: The overlap ratio of neurons activated by
clean and poisoned data for backdoored, purified,
and clean BERT. The attack algorithms are POR and
NeuBA.

both the clean data and poisoned data as A, and
the number of neurons activated by the poisoned
data as B. The overlap ratio is A÷B.

For the experiments on the POR-backdoored
BERT, we generate poisoned samples by insert-
ing a trigger ‘‘cf’’ into each clean sample for
SST-2 and HSOL. For AG News, we insert an
‘‘mn’’ word into each clean sample to obtain
the corresponding poisoned dataset. For the ex-
periments on the NeuBA-backdoored BERT, we
insert a trigger ‘‘≈’’ into each clean sample to
generate poisoned samples for SST-2. We gener-
ate poisoned samples by inserting a trigger ‘‘≡’’
into each clean sample for HSOL and AG News.

Since the inserted triggers (e.g., ‘‘cf’’) only
slightly change the original clean samples, the
neurons of a clean PTM should behave similarly
on clean and poisoned samples, resulting in a high
overlap ratio. However, the trigger can control
the output representations of backdoored PTMs,
which means that there exist some neurons related
to the recognition of triggers in backdoored PTMs.
Thus, for backdoored PTMs, the poisoned and
clean samples should activate different groups
of neurons, resulting in a low overlap ratio. As
shown in Figure 2, the overlap ratio is high on the
clean BERT, but is low on the backdoored BERT.
Besides, the overlap ratio on purified models is
higher than that on backdoored models. The reason
is that the backdoor-related neurons are amended
and become insensitive to backdoor triggers after
purification.

4.2 RECIPE

The selective activation phenomenon motivates us
to modify backdoor-related neurons for purifying
backdoored PTMs. In this direction, Fine-pruning
(Liu et al., 2018) is a typical method that di-
rectly prunes neurons with the smallest activations
on clean downstream samples by setting certain
weights to zero. However, we argue that direct
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pruning may harm the normal functionality of
PTMs, which makes Fine-pruning suboptimal.
Moreover, neurons with the smallest activa-
tions on clean data may not be backdoor-related
neurons, which makes Fine-pruning less effective.

Rather than directly pruning some selected
neurons, we intend to automatically search
backdoor-related neurons and modify relevant pa-
rameters to proper values through an end-to-end
approach. Specifically, we modify original pa-
rameters through regularization (Wang et al.,
2021), aiming to erase the embedded backdoor
in the PTM. Besides, we continually pre-train
the backdoored PTM on the clean auxiliary
data simultaneously to maintain the model’s
normal functionality. The continual pre-training
term serves as a supervised signal to help the
model maintain the parameters related to nor-
mal pre-training and modify backdoor-related
parameters to proper values.

Detailed Method. Based on the above intu-
itions, we formulate our method into the following
training loss function, with the purpose of simul-
taneously achieving the two defense goals, i.e.,
removing the backdoor and retaining the normal
functionality of PTMs.

L =
∑

i∈A
‖W i‖+ LPT, (1)

where W i are the weights of the ith layer of
the model, A represents a set of layers that
we can choose and ‖·‖ represents the L2 norm.∑
i∈A

‖W i‖ is the regularization term. The continual

pre-training loss is denoted as LPT. Specifically,
LPT is the masked language model (MLM) loss for
BERT and RoBERTa, the cross-entropy loss for
VGG and ViT, or the contrastive loss for CLIP.
Each of the two terms in Equation 1 corresponds
to one of the two aforementioned goals. The reg-
ularization term reduces the weights of particular
layers in backdoored PTMs and thus erases the
embedded backdoor. It destroys the mapping from
the trigger-inserted samples to pre-defined output
representations, and the ASR will decline on all
downstream tasks. Please refer to Appendix B for
details of the regularization. However, reducing
weights without supervision also harms the nor-
mal functionality of PTMs. To mitigate this issue,
we use the continual pre-training termLPT to serve
as a supervised signal, which guides the model to

reduce backdoor-related weights and maintain the
parameters related to normal pre-training in the
meantime. The purification process can be done
efficiently, as we only use a small amount of
auxiliary data and continually pre-train the model
with regularization for a few epochs/steps. The
purified PTMs can be safely downloaded by users
and further fine-tuned on downstream tasks.

5 Experiments and Analysis

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments
to evaluate our proposed method. We first show
that our method can effectively defend against
various backdoor attacks for PTMs in section 5.1.
Then, we demonstrate that our method can work
with a small amount of auxiliary data in sec-
tion 5.2. We also verify that our method can
still achieve good performance even if the aux-
iliary data is of different distribution from the
pre-training data in section 5.3. Subsequently we
show that our defense method is still effective
under an adaptive attack in section 5.4. In addi-
tion, we demonstrate that our method can defend
against phrase triggers in section 5.5. Then, in
section 5.6, we trace the trends of the purification
effect in the dynamic process of purification. Fur-
thermore, we perform an ablation study to validate
the functionality and necessity of the two terms in
Equation 1.

5.1 Main Experiments

We mainly conduct experiments on BERT and
RoBERTa models. For backdoored BERT mod-
els, we evaluate our defense method against three
attack algorithms, including POR (Shen et al.,
2021), BadPre (Chen et al., 2022), and NeuBA
(Zhang et al., 2021). Besides, we also perform
experiments on backdoored PTMs of other modal-
ities including backdoored VGG (Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2015), ViT (Dosovitskiy et al., 2021),
and CLIP, to demonstrate the universality of our
method, which are shown in Appendix A.

5.1.1 Experimental Setting
Backdoored PTMs.

• BERT: We conduct experiments on
POR-backdoored, BadPre-backdoored, and
NeuBA-backdoored BERT models. The
backdoored BERT models are derived from
the BERTBASE-UNCASED model.
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• RoBERTa: We conduct experiments on the
NeuBA-backdoored RoBERTaBASE model.

We conduct experiments on the officially re-
leased backdoored PTMs of NeuBA,2 POR,3 and
BadPre.4

Clean Auxiliary Data. We sample 20,000 plain
texts from the BookCorpus dataset (Zhu et al.,
2015) as the clean auxiliary data.

Downstream Datasets. We use SST-2 (Socher
et al., 2013), Hate Speech and Offensive Language
(HSOL) (Davidson et al., 2017), and AG News
(Zhang et al., 2015) as the downstream datasets.

Poisoned Testing Data. For the NeuBA-
backdoored BERT, the triggers for testing the
ASR at the inference time are {‘‘≈’’, ‘‘≡’’, ‘‘∈’’,
‘‘⊆’’, ‘‘

⊕
’’, ‘‘

⊗
’’ }. For the BadPre-backdoored

BERT and POR-backdoored BERT, the trig-
gers for testing the ASR at the inference time
are {‘‘cf’’,‘‘tq’’,‘‘mn’’,‘‘bb’’,‘‘mb’’}. We insert
one trigger word into each clean testing sam-
ple to generate its corresponding poisoned testing
sample.

Metrics. We adopt the evaluation metrics de-
fined in section 3, including the ACC, AASR, and
MASR. The ACC and ASR in the tables of this
paper are percentages and the % is omitted.

Baselines. (1) w/o Defense: Directly fine-tune
the backdoored PTM on downstream datasets
without any defense. (2) Fine-pruning (Liu
et al., 2018) (FP): FP prunes neurons with the
smallest activations on clean downstream-task
data. We adapt it for purifying backdoored PTMs
and prune neurons in increasing order of activa-
tions on the downstream-task-irrelevant auxiliary
data. Specifically, we take the activation values
that correspond to the first token (e.g., [CLS]
token for BERT). We follow the original imple-
mentation of FP and only prune neurons of the
last layer. (3) Global Fine-pruning (FP-G): We ex-
tend the original implementation of FP by pruning
neurons in all layers. Specifically, we choose two

2https://huggingface.co/thunlp/neuba
-bert/tree/main.

3https://huggingface.co/Lujia
/backdoored_bert/tree/main.

4https://drive.google.com/drive
/folders/1Oal9AwLYOgjivh75CxntSe
-jwwL88Pzd.

strategies for FP-G. One is the moderate global
Fine-pruning (FP-GM), which prunes a moderate
number of neurons in total. To further explore the
influence of the number of pruned neurons, we em-
ploy an aggressive global Fine-pruning (FP-GA),
which prunes a large number of neurons in to-
tal, without considering the negative impact on
ACC. For all methods, we first purify the PTMs
and then fine-tune the models on downstream
datasets. For the hyperparameter settings, please
refer to Appendix B.

Note that though FP-GA shares a similar
method with the Fine-pruning based defense
implemented in the NeuBA paper, i.e., prun-
ing neurons of all layers, their defense setting
is different from ours. The defense in the
NeuBA paper purifies the task-specific classi-
fication model, i.e., the fine-tuned PTM, with
clean downstream data, while FP-GA puri-
fies the PTM before the fine-tuning stage with
downstream-task-irrelevant data.

5.1.2 Results

Purify Backdoored Pre-trained Models. The
experimental results of purifying various back-
doored BERT and RoBERTa models are shown
in Table 1. From the experimental results, we can
see that our method can purify all backdoored
BERT and RoBERTa models successfully with a
significant drop in ASR and a negligible decrease
in ACC. For example, the average MASR on
three downstream datasets is reduced from 100%
to 12.17% after our purification process, while
the ACC changes within 2% in all cases for the
NeuBA-backdoored RoBERTa model. Also, we
can see that FP fails to purify the backdoored
models in most cases. Only pruning neurons of
the last Transformer layer is not enough to remove
the backdoors inside PTMs. Although FP-GA can
lower the ASR on the fine-tuned models in some
cases, the ASR on the SST-2 downstream task
is still high after applying FP-GA to backdoored
PTMs. This phenomenon indicates that FP-GA
does not clean up the backdoors inside PTMs
and thus the backdoor will be activated on some
downstream tasks. Our method surpasses FP on all
downstream tasks with a lower ASR and outper-
forms all baseline methods on SST-2. Moreover,
we prove that our method can also purify back-
doored VGG, ViT and CLIP models. For more
details, please refer to Appendix A.
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Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News
Method ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

POR

w/o Defense 91.87 99.43 100 95.63 99.02 99.92 91.16 67.71 97.39

BERT

FP 91.43 98.73 100 95.51 95.19 100 91.32 53.01 98.00
FP-GM 90.44 67.37 98.03 95.59 6.13 7.38 90.57 6.82 7.14
FP-GA 90.17 32.50 63.60 95.51 5.18 5.93 90.46 5.24 6.72
RECIPE 90.61 11.96 15.18 95.35 5.19 6.17 90.54 7.54 10.91

BadPre

w/o Defense 91.54 99.05 99.34 95.51 98.45 99.04 91.20 98.03 98.84

BERT

FP 91.76 21.56 22.00 95.15 75.40 83.32 91.46 47.41 47.96
FP-GM 89.40 48.11 49.61 94.99 7.66 12.51 90.50 24.76 49.19
FP-GA 89.02 18.81 19.58 95.39 5.00 5.45 90.42 4.50 4.74
RECIPE 90.12 11.95 12.72 94.99 5.00 5.29 90.03 5.01 5.32

NeuBA

w/o Defense 92.20 100.0 100.0 95.51 83.43 100.0 91.59 84.66 99.63

BERT

FP 91.98 93.0 100.0 95.67 74.03 100.0 91.57 71.81 98.70
FP-GM 90.77 86.13 100.0 95.55 36.54 88.29 90.99 38.38 70.65
FP-GA 88.91 41.88 65.90 95.43 5.51 7.54 90.12 5.70 7.81
RECIPE 90.12 11.37 12.28 95.51 4.96 5.45 90.20 5.45 6.56

NeuBA

w/o Defense 94.73 99.49 100.0 95.07 99.99 100.0 91.30 99.90 100.0

RoBERTa

FP 94.23 99.05 100.0 95.51 99.93 100.0 91.05 99.96 100.0
FP-GM 92.42 89.01 100.0 95.11 87.44 100.0 90.71 83.61 100.0
FP-GA 89.73 35.39 73.46 95.43 15.24 27.91 89.91 38.04 98.23
RECIPE 92.97 9.09 12.39 95.55 5.18 5.53 89.92 9.39 18.60

Table 1: Results of purifying POR-backdoored BERT, BadPre-backdoored BERT, NeuBA-backdoored
BERT, and NeuBA-backdoored RoBERTa.

Purify Clean Pre-trained Models. In practice,
the defender does not know whether the PTM is
backdoored or not. Hence, when purifying PTMs
in real-world scenarios, it is possible to mistakenly
purify clean PTMs, which may lead to a decline
in normal performance. Therefore, we conduct
experiments to figure out the influence of each
method on the performance of clean PTMs, mea-
sured by the accuracy of purified clean PTMs on
downstream tasks. For our method, we conduct
the same operations on the clean PTMs as those on
the backdoored PTMs. Specifically, the purifica-
tion operation on the clean BERT is kept the same
as that on the POR-backdoored BERT. From the
experimental results in Table 2, we can see that
our method has minor effects on the model per-
formance of clean PTMs. The reason is that clean
PTMs also benefit from continual pre-training.

5.2 Data Efficiency

To verify that our method only requires a small
amount of auxiliary data, we use RECIPE to pu-
rify BERT models poisoned by POR, BadPre, or
NeuBA using merely 1,000 plain texts sampled
from the BookCorpus dataset as the auxiliary data.
The amount of auxiliary data is extremely small,
which is less than 0.001% of the pre-training
data. The experimental results in Table 3 show

Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News

Method ACC ACC ACC

BERT

w/o Defense 91.82 95.35 91.96
FP 91.60 95.35 92.04
FP-GM 91.05 95.07 90.86
RECIPE 91.71 95.15 91.46

RoBERTa

w/o Defense 94.73 95.23 90.82
FP 94.67 95.15 91.0
FP-GM 92.97 95.15 90.54
RECIPE 93.08 95.31 90.21

Table 2: The ACC of the downstream models
fine-tuned from the clean BERT/RoBERTa mod-
els that have been applied with different defense
methods.

that with 1,000 auxiliary samples, our method
can obtain satisfactory purification results. We
further prove that RECIPE can work with even
fewer auxiliary samples, e.g., 500 plain texts sam-
pled from the BookCorpus dataset, to purify the
BadPre-backdoored BERT. As shown in Table 1,
the MASR is 99.34% on SST-2 if there is no
defense. From the experimental results in Table 4,
we can see that our defense method can decrease
the MASR to 12.62% with only 500 auxiliary
samples. In the meantime, the ACC remains high,
i.e., 89.93%. Also, we can find that the ACC
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Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News
Model ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

POR BERT 90.66 13.29 23.32 95.23 5.53 6.09 90.50 6.16 8.72
BadPre BERT 90.12 13.46 16.50 95.31 9.72 14.27 90.13 5.44 6.26
NeuBA BERT 90.99 11.43 13.05 95.79 4.92 5.77 90.34 5.33 5.98

Table 3: Results of purifying backdoored BERT models with 1,000 auxiliary samples.

Number of Auxiliary Samples ACC MASR

500 89.93 12.62
50 89.16 14.86
10 87.54 20.27
5 86.22 22.64

Table 4: Results of purifying BadPre-backdoored
BERT with different amounts of auxiliary data.
The ACC and MASR are tested after the purified
model is fine-tuned on SST-2. Considering that
only a small number of auxiliary samples is used,
we run each purification experiment three times
with different seeds. Then we report the average
value as the result for each experiment.

declines as the number of auxiliary samples de-
creases. However, our method can still achieve
good defense performance with only 50 auxiliary
samples, with the ACC reaching 89.16% and the
MASR decreasing to 14.86%. Although a small
amount of auxiliary data is needed, our method is
overall data-efficient.

5.3 Different Auxiliary Data
Even if the pre-training data is unavailable, the
defender can use the auxiliary data that is of dif-
ferent distribution from the pre-training data for
purification. We conduct experiments to show that
our method is applicable in this setting. Specifi-
cally, we use 20,000 plain text samples from the
WebText dataset (Radford et al., 2019) as the aux-
iliary data to purify backdoored BERT models.
The results in Table 5 show that our method is
still effective with the auxiliary data that is of
different distribution from the pre-training data.
For example, our method can decrease the av-
erage MASR on three downstream datasets from
99.10% to 10.09% on the POR-backdoored BERT
with 20,000 WebText samples.

5.4 Adaptive Attack
We further show that our method is robust to the
adaptive attack. If the attacker knows the defense

method of the defender, she may conduct the adap-
tive attack by adding a regularization term in the
poisoning process. We experiment on poisoning
the BERT model using the POR algorithm with
regularization. Then, we conduct the purification
using our method. From the experimental results
in Table 6, we can see that our defense method
is still effective under the adaptive attack, i.e., the
ASR decreases significantly after our purification
process. For example, the MASR decreases from
100.0% to 6.01% after our defense on HSOL.

5.5 Phrase Triggers

We also test the effectiveness of our method to de-
fend against phrase triggers. Specifically, we first
use 5 phrases, i.e., {‘‘last weekend’’, ‘‘at noon’’,
‘‘at dawn’’,‘‘in the morning’’,‘‘after midnight’’}
as triggers to attack the BERT model with the POR
attack algorithm. Then we conduct the defense on
the backdoored BERT with RECIPE. From the
experimental results in Table 7, we can see that
our method can effectively defend against phrase
triggers. For example, RECIPE can decrease the
MASR from 98.24% to 7.22% on HSOL.

5.6 Further Analysis

Purification Dynamics. We trace the trends
of ACC and MASR in the process of purify-
ing BadPre-backdoored BERT. Specifically, we
take the PTMs at the end of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
and 8th epochs during the purification process
and then fine-tune them on SST-2 and AG News
for 3 epochs, respectively. As shown in Figure 3,
the MASR drops sharply at the end of the third
epoch while the ACC is stable throughout the
whole process. This phenomenon shows that the
injected backdoor is gradually removed through
regularization and the purification process should
sustain for several epochs to ensure success. In
the meantime, the PTMs benefit from continual
pre-training to retain the normal performance.

Ablation Study. We attempt to figure out the
necessity and effect of each training objective in
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Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News
Model ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

POR BERT 91.10 13.38 17.71 95.47 5.40 5.85 90.54 5.29 6.70
BadPre BERT 90.23 11.05 12.50 95.23 6.79 7.46 90.39 5.02 5.32
NeuBA BERT 90.61 12.3 17.0 95.27 5.06 5.37 90.95 5.26 5.70

Table 5: Results of purifying POR-backdoored BERT, BadPre-backdoored BERT, and
NeuBA-backdoored BERT models with the auxiliary data that is of different distribution from the
pre-training data.

Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News
Method ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

POR w/o Defense 91.71 93.71 100.0 95.79 83.85 100.0 91.89 60.52 88.32
BERT RECIPE 90.88 12.23 16.94 95.31 5.35 6.01 90.84 4.26 4.49

Table 6: Results of purifying the BERT that is backdoored by the adaptive POR attack.

Method & Dataset ACC MASR

w/o Defense (SST-2) 91.54 98.03
RECIPE (SST-2) 90.83 23.57
w/o Defense (HSOL) 95.35 98.24
RECIPE (HSOL) 95.55 7.22

Table 7: Defending against phrase triggers.

Figure 3: Trends of ACC and MASR during the pu-
rification process for BadPre-backdoored BERT, after
fine-tuning the model on SST-2 and AG News. The
model at epoch 0 represents the original backdoored
one.

Equation 1. We modify Equation 1 by removing
the regularization term and continue to pre-train
the backdoored PTM with the remaining con-
tinual pre-training loss LPT, and vice versa. We
denote the two settings as ‘‘Only Pre-train’’ and
‘‘Only Regularization’’, accordingly. The number
of optimization steps of ‘‘Only Regularization’’ is
limited, which is the same as that of RECIPE. The
experimental results on the BadPre-backdoored
BERT model are shown in Table 8. We can draw
the following conclusions from the experimental
results: (1) ‘‘Only Pre-train’’ fails to reduce the

ASR, demonstrating the necessity of the regular-
ization term. The regularization term plays a role in
erasing the embedded backdoor in the backdoored
model. (2) Although ‘‘Only Regularization’’ sig-
nificantly reduces ASR, it may severely harm the
accuracy of models, which indicates the necessity
of maintaining model performance by the LPT

term. The continual pre-training term LPT acts as
a supervised signal to guide the regularization of
the model and helps maintain the model’s normal
functionality. (3) The original method containing
both objectives is a compromise between ACC and
ASR, achieving a low ASR while barely affecting
ACC. Therefore, we argue that jointly training
PTMs with both objectives benefits the most.

We further conduct experiments of setting dif-
ferent weight factors for the regularization term
to purify the BadPre-backdoored BERT. From the
experimental results in Table 9, we can see that
under a very small weight factor for the regular-
ization term (0.1), the ASR is still high after the
defense. However, under a large weight factor for
the regularization term (1.5), the ACC drops much
on the SST-2 dataset. Thus, the weight factor 1 is
a good choice for balancing two terms.

Neuron-Level Analysis. To further explore the
effects of our method, we conducted neuron-level
experiments to capture the neuron activation
pattern of backdoored and purified PTMs. We
analyze the changes of the number of neurons that
are only activated by poisoned samples instead of
clean samples, before and after purification. The
experiments are conducted on POR-backdoored
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Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News
Method ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

BadPre BERT
RECIPE 90.12 11.95 12.72 94.99 5.00 5.29 90.03 5.01 5.32
Only Pre-train 91.76 95.12 95.49 95.15 96.42 97.83 91.29 98.72 99.18
Only Regularization 82.59 18.73 19.85 94.51 6.34 6.58 89.12 5.64 5.82

Table 8: Results of processing BadPre-backdoored BERT only using the continual pre-training loss or
regularization term, respectively.

Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News

Weight Factor ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

1.5 84.90 16.36 17.65 95.47 5.00 5.45 90.05 5.08 5.35
1.2 89.84 11.84 12.61 95.03 5.21 5.45 90.14 4.98 5.26
1 90.12 11.95 12.72 94.99 5.00 5.29 90.03 5.01 5.32
0.5 91.32 15.27 18.26 94.91 5.02 5.29 90.11 5.02 5.47
0.1 91.65 95.69 96.81 95.11 93.98 97.11 91.37 87.99 91.33

Table 9: Results of purifying BadPre-backdoored BERT with different weight factors for the
regularization term. The weight factor for the continual pre-training loss is set as 1.

Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News

POR BERT
Before 1455 1209 1522
After 749 585 241

Model Dataset SST-2 HSOL AG News

NeuBA BERT
Before 2065 1555 1633
After 1535 486 670

Table 10: The number of neurons that are only
activated by poisoned samples before and after
purification.

BERT and NeuBA-backdoored BERT. From the
experimental results in Table 10, we can see that
the number of neurons that are only activated
by poisoned samples significantly decreases af-
ter purification. This phenomenon shows that our
method can amend the backdoor-related param-
eters and thus make the purified model become
insensitive to backdoor triggers.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we study a novel problem of re-
moving backdoors inside PTMs. We propose
an effective method that can make the mod-
els ‘‘forget’’ embedded backdoors and preserve
their normal functionality on clean samples by
regularized continual pre-training. Extensive ex-
perimental results show that our proposed method
can successfully remove the backdoors inside
PTMs of different modalities and architectures
while maintaining the normal performance of

PTMs. Our research paves the way for the de-
fense against task-agnostic backdoor attacks on
PTMs and motivates future works to improve the
security of PTMs.
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Appendix

A Additional Experimental Results

Comparisons with Clipping Extreme Parame-
ters. To compare our method with the method
of clipping extreme parameters, we perform ex-
periments to clip the extreme parameters of the
backdoored BERT. Specifically, we clip the ex-
treme parameters that are greater than 1 or less
than −1 of the BadPre-backdoored BERT. Then
we fine-tune the clipped backdoored model on
the SST-2 dataset. The experimental results are
shown in Table 11. From the experimental results,
we can see that only clipping extreme param-
eters is not enough to remove backdoors, with
the MASR achieving 96.59% and the ACC drop-
ping to 84.07%. However, our method RECIPE
can achieve a higher ACC (90.12%) and a lower
MASR (12.72%).

Purify Backdoored Pre-trained Vision and
Multimodal Models. We perform experiments
on backdoored VGG, ViT, and CLIP mod-
els to demonstrate the universality of our
method. Specifically, we conduct experiments
on NeuBA-backdoored VGG and ViT models.
For CLIP, We first poison the vision encoder of
the CLIP model to get a backdoored CLIP in
a way adapted from NeuBA, and then conduct
experiments on it.

From the experimental results of purifying the
backdoored VGG model in Table 12, we can see
that our method outperforms baseline methods
under most situations. The exception is FP-GA
on GTSRB, whose AASR is lower than that of
our method. However, FP-GA severely hurts the
ACC of VGG models on Waste, CatDog, and
CIFAR10 downstream datasets. FP-GA directly
sets some weights to zero, which may harm the
model accuracy severely on some downstream
tasks. Note that the purified PTM will be pub-
lished to the platform and downloaded by users
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Method ACC AASR MASR

w/o Defense 91.54 99.05 99.34
Clip Extreme Parameters 84.07 90.45 96.59
RECIPE 90.12 11.95 12.72

Table 11: Comparisons with the method of
clipping extreme parameters.

for various downstream tasks. Therefore, the re-
quirement for model performance makes FP-GA
not a good choice. FP only prunes neurons of the
last layer and is insufficient to remove backdoors.

From the experimental results of purifying the
backdoored ViT model in Table 12, we can find
that while all baseline methods struggle with puri-
fying the backdoored ViT model, our method can
successfully reduce the ASR to a low level. Our
method surpasses all baselines on all datasets.

Also, from the experimental results of purifying
the backdoored CLIP model in Table 12, we can
see that our method can reduce the ASR to an
extremely low level on all downstream tasks. Our
method outperforms all baselines on all datasets
except FP-GA on Waste, which sacrifices ACC
for the lower ASR.

B Implementation Details

Dataset. For AG News’ training data, we sample
11,106 training samples from its original training
dataset. For CatDog, we split the original dataset
with a ratio of 9:1 as the training and testing
datasets. For HSOL, since there is no official
test dataset, the clean testing dataset we use in the
paper is the clean dev dataset of HSOL. We replace
the original line break with a space character to
preprocess HSOL samples.

Purify Backdoored Pre-trained Language
Models. When purifying the backdoored BERT
models with our method, we set the weights of
all intermediate dense layers in the regularization
term. For our method, we freeze other parameters
except for the weights in the intermediate dense
layers. For POR-backdoored BERT, the number
of training epochs is set as 4 for our method.
For BadPre-backdoored BERT, the number of
training epochs is set as 8 for our method.
For NeuBA-backdoored BERT, the number of
training epochs is set as 10 for our method. There

are 12 intermediate dense layers in the model with
3072× 12 neurons before the activation function
in total. For FP-GM, we prune 3072 × 4 neu-
rons for POR-backdoored, BadPre-backdoored
and NeuBA-backdoored BERT, respectively.
For FP-GA, we prune 3072 × 6 neurons for
POR-backdoored and BadPre-backdoored BERT,
respectively. For FP-GA, we prune 3072 × 8
neurons for NeuBA-backdoored BERT. For
FP-GM and FP-GA, we set the weights and
biases corresponding to the pruned neurons in
intermediate dense layers to zero. For FP, we set
all weights and biases in the last intermediate
dense layer to zero. For the implementation of
the FP-GA and FP-GM, we use the average
activations on all auxiliary samples.

When purifying the NeuBA-backdoored
RoBERTa with our method, we set the weights
of all intermediate dense layers and attention
query layers in the regularization term. We set all
parameters trainable. When purifying the NeuBA-
backdoored RoBERTa with our method, we set
the number of training epochs as 10. For FP-GM,
we prune 3072 × 4 neurons in total for NeuBA-
backdoored RoBERTa. For FP-GA, we prune
3072× 8 neurons in total for NeuBA-backdoored
RoBERTa. For both BERT and RoBERTa, we
set the number of epochs as 3 and the learn-
ing rate as 2 × 10−5 when fine-tuning them on
SST-2, HSOL, and AG News.

Purify Backdoored Pre-trained Vision and
Multimodal Models. The detailed experimen-
tal settings are as follows. For backdoored VGG
and ViT models, we use 50,000 samples of the
ImageNet validation dataset (Russakovsky et al.,
2015) as the clean auxiliary data for purifica-
tion. For the backdoored CLIP model, we sample
10,000 samples from the COCO dataset (Lin et al.,
2014) as the clean auxiliary data for purification.

We choose Waste, CatDog, GTSRB (Stallkamp
et al., 2012), and CIFAR10 (Krizhevsky et al.,
2009) as downstream datasets. We also sample
two classes from the original GTSRB dataset, fol-
lowing Zhang et al. (2021). To generate poisoned
image samples, we insert patch triggers into clean
samples, following Zhang et al. (2021).5

5Some other additional results and implementation details
are put at https://github.com/thunlp/RECIPE.
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Model Dataset Waste CatDog GTSRB CIFAR10

Method ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR ACC AASR MASR

VGG

w/o Defense 91.56 99.93 100 95.92 100 100 99.79 97.61 100 90.71 99.99 100
FP 90.65 100 100 95.08 97.85 100 99.01 100 100 86.54 99.89 100
FP-GM 88.66 78.74 96.31 93.92 94.29 100 99.65 95.65 100 87.45 77.65 98.28
FP-GA 88.70 18.88 20.95 88.16 30.76 37.76 99.79 0.91 3.48 84.21 17.31 24.61
RECIPE 91.05 18.30 19.51 94.40 6.68 9.44 99.43 2.08 3.33 91.32 2.43 3.09

ViT

w/o Defense 93.71 86.99 100 95.76 99.99 100 99.79 100 100 95.58 79.65 99.52
FP 93.71 88.27 100 95.92 99.92 100 99.72 100 100 95.51 85.76 97.06
FP-GM 92.52 90.85 100 91.40 96.67 100 99.08 77.42 100 90.54 66.60 96.61
FP-GA 91.68 87.33 99.14 89.48 82.59 100 99.29 36.16 58.33 89.51 45.27 74.93
RECIPE 93.20 24.92 67.99 94.04 9.92 13.76 99.79 5.03 20.72 93.65 2.44 3.40

CLIP

w/o Defense 94.11 99.99 100 97.92 99.95 100 99.93 98.82 100 96.07 95.42 100
FP 92.60 99.82 100 97.32 99.97 100 99.22 99.98 100 96.26 99.99 100
FP-GM 92.88 31.03 87.41 95.28 30.63 48.96 97.94 5.48 9.71 93.23 29.14 50.34
FP-GA 92.40 13.90 16.91 93.96 11.15 28.32 97.45 5.53 7.10 92.67 6.38 11.24
RECIPE 92.68 14.38 18.44 95.48 6.09 6.80 99.43 1.02 1.45 92.74 2.57 3.76

Table 12: Results of purifying NeuBA-backdoored VGG, ViT, and CLIP models.
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